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It is shown that for certain measures p(dx), --co < x < co, the Hilbert 
transform Hf = P.V. i/x *f is continuous in L’(p(dx)) whenever 1 < p < CO. 
To accomplish this it is proved that for any measurable set E 
Ax; I HUE I > 4 G rVW(4> h > 0, 
holds, where o(h) is a positive function that grows exponentially when h -+ 03 
and u(h) N h when h + 0. A particular case of this theorem is the known 
result that the Hilbert transform is a continuous operator on L”(I x la dx) for 
l<p<co, -1 < (L < p - 1. This is complemented as follows. Let 
-co < LY < cc and 1 Q p < ao; then His a continuous operator in L”(I x la dx) 
only if sup(1, 1 + CX) < p < co. An application to a multiplier operator is 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], G. 0. Okikiolu established the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The operator HtY) defined by 
H(Y’f(X) = 1 x I-+P.V. /;a 9 dt, --co<x<oo (1) 
isboundedinLpwheneverl/p- 1 <v < lIpand <p < 00. 
The method used by Okikiolu to prove Theorem 1 can be used to 
prove the more general theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let p(x) be a measurable even and almost everywhere 
positive function defined on (- CO, CO). Then the operator HP defined by 
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is bounded in L* whenever p E (I, co) satisfies 
(I) ,Im [I $$ - 1 l/l x - 1 I] 1 x I-l/r dx < M; Vt, 
(II) irn [ 1% - 1 l/l x - 1 J] 1 x /-l/p dx < M. Vt, 
-co 
Notation. Throughout this paper, L, M, and N will denote 
constants. By L*(F) we denote the space of functions p-integrable with 
respect to the measure p defined by 
P(E) = j-/“(x) dx, 
where F is an odd function absolutely continuous for x # 0 and 
F’ > 0 a.e. If F E x we shall simply write L*, and if F’(x) = 1 x 1. we 
shall write L*(a) instead of Lp(F). 
Since 0 < F’ < co a.e., the measure p and the Lebesgue measure 
are absolutely continuous with respect to one another. We can 
therefore define a norm-preserving mapping of L* -+ L*(F) by setting 
f +f = f’ F’-II*. Let p = F’--l/p. Then we have 3 = f * p and 
Hjr = p * Hpf, We can now restate Theorem 2 in the following way. 
THEOREM 2’. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, the Hilbert 
transform H is a continuous operator on D(F), for p E (1, m) and 
satisfying conditions (I) and (II). 
In particular, we have Theorem 1 which for cy = -v/p can be 
restated: 
THEOREM 1’. The Hilbert transform is a continuous operator on 
L*(a)for 1 <p < co, -1 <or <p- 1. 
This manner of stating Okikiolu’s result makes it possible to prove 
it by using the method introduced by Stein and Weiss [2]. The main 
objective of this paper is to show this by obtaining a bound for the 
distribution function of Hl, ( lE the characteristic function of E) with 
respect to the measure p generated by F (see Theorem 3 below). 
We shall call a continuous function F defined on (- 00, CQ) admissible 
if F is strictly increasing, odd, F(W) = co, and for y > 0, 0 < a < 6 
satisfies the following properties: 
(4 VW - F(4MY - 4 2 (F(Y) - FWl(Y - b); 
(b) F(b) - F(a) > F(b + y) - F(a + y); 
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(c) (F(b) - F(a))/(b - a) < W/b; 
(d) F(b)/b < K * (F(b) - F(a))/(b - a), where K 2 1 is a fixed 
constant independent of a and b; 
(4 W) - FbMa - Y) :F( a >I a is nondecreasingwith a,Vy > 0; 
(f) There exist an r] > 0 such that if 0 < x < 1, 
F(x * y) < x” * F(y). 
Condition (a) is a concavity condition for F in (0, co) and it implies 
(b) and ( > ( h h c w ic are stated here for convenience). From (b) one gets 
that a set E C (0, oo) with Lebesgue measure m(E) has greatest 
p-measure when E is the interval (0, m(E)), i.e., 
(b’) P.(E) G FM-% 
An example of an admissible function is F(x) = 1 x ]=+I sgn x for 
- 1 < LY < 0. We will discuss others in the next section, but for the 
moment let us just observe that every admissible function is absolutely 
continuous, with positive nonincreasing derivative for x > 0 (a.e.). 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a measurable set, F an admissible function 
and t.~ the measure dejined by p(dx) = F’ . dx. Then 
Ax; I HlE I > 4 G /-we, A > 0, (3) 
where a(h) is a positive function that grows exponentially when X ---f co and 
4) - X when h---t 0, (i.e., a(h) = O(X), X = O(a(h))). 
From (3) it follows that 
Ax; I f% I > 4 < n/r/@p for l<p<uo. 
Now by a theorem of Stein and Weiss [2] we have 
(4) 
THEOREM 4. If F is admissible then H is a continuous operator on 
Lp(F) for 1 < p < co. 
THEOREMS. Let--03<a<aundl<p<oo.ThenHisu 
continuous operator inLr(,) only if 0 < OL + 1 < p < co, 1 < p. 
Note that Theorem 5 is a complement to Okikiolu’s theorem and, 
in particular, we have 
COROLLARY 1. The Hilbert transform is a continuous operator on 
Lp(2-p)for$<p <3. 
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As an application of this corollary we prove (in Section 5) that the 
multiplier operator K defined by 
is continuous on the subspace of Lp(R3) of radial functions when 
$<p<3. 
The operators appearing in Theorems 1, 2, and 2’ are defined 
(on LP or Lp(F)) by the principai value of an integral. On the other 
hand, the Hilbert transform in Theorem 4 is the continuous extension 
to Lp(F) of the usual Hilbert transform defined on a dense subspace. 
Theorem 6 below shows that these two definitions coincide. 
Let F(x) be an odd function, absolutely continuous for x > 0 and 
such that F’ > 0 a.e.; call S,(F) = Lp(F) n {(J Lr; 1 < r < a}. 
Then, 
THEOREM 6. If on S, the Hilbert transform H is LP(F)-continuous 
and H is extended by continuity to Lp(F), then for every f E Lp(F), 
Hi = P.V. /Im 2 dt a.e. 
and F is absolutely continuous on (- CO, a). 
2. ADMISSIBLE FUNCTIONS 
First we shall give a sufficient condition for a function F to be 
admissible. 
Assume that for 0 < t <co, t *g(t) is a nonincreasing function 
satisfying 
for some K 3 1 (5) 
and that for x > 0 
xzg(x) * exp [l:g(t) dt] is nondecreasing. (6) 
Then for x > 0, F(x) = exp Jrg(t) dt, extended as an odd function 
to x < 0, is an admissible function. 
We shall show that F so defined satisfies the properties (a)-(f) given 
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in Section 1. Equation (5) implies that F is absolutely continuous with 
F(0) = 0, F(m) = 00. Moreover, we have 
F(b) s b b ~(a) = exp /We Gay O<a<b; (7) 
or, what is the same thing, 
F(x) is nonincreasing in x for x > 0. 
X 
(8) 
Then by Eq. (8) and our hypothesis, 
F’(x) = g(x) . F(x) = [xg(x)] . [q] 
is nonincreasing. Therefore, F(x) is concave and (a)-(c) are satisfied. 
By the concavity of F, we have for 0 < a < b 
F’b; I:(‘) > D-F(b) = g(b - 0) . F(b) 2 by Eq. (5) > g. 
Hence (d) is also satisfied. 
To show that (e) holds, it is enough to show that, for a, x > 0 
d (F(a) -F(xNl(a - 4 2 o 
da F(a>/a 
(9) 
The left side of Eq. (9) takes the form 
Ig(a).(l-z)aexpj:g(t)dt-(1 -exp~~gdt).~.a-2!(1--~)-~ 
= ig(a) * (k - L) - (exp /Ig dt - 1) . a-2l . x * (1 - z)-’ exp /:g dt. 
Equation (10) is greater than or equal to zero if and only if 
G(x) = g(a) (k - i) - (exp /lg dt - 1) a-2 > 0. (11) 
Now x2 - a2 * dG(x)/dx = -a2 * g(a) + x2 * g(x) exp Jig(t) dt has, by 
condition (6) the sign of (x - a); so sgn(dG(x)/dx) = sgn(x - a). 
Therefore, G(x) > G(a) = 0, and thus (e) holds. 
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It remains to prove that F satisfies condition (f). Let 0 < y, 
0 <x < 1. Then, by(5) 
1% [g$ 1 I 
Y 
= zy g(t) dt 3 & log ; . (12) 
This is just 
F(xy) < F(y) - xl/K (13) 
So with q = l/K, condition (f) holds. 
It is easily seen that g(t) = (CX + 1)/t with -1 < 01 < 0 satisfies 
Eqs. (5) and (6). H ence F(x) = sgn x 1 x 1 a+1 is an admissible function. 
Now we give some conditions on p(t) = F’(t)-l/p, which imply the 
hypotheses (I) and (II) of Theorem 2’. 
It is easy to see that the following condition (14) implies (I) and (II): 
- 1 x I-- dx. (14) 
Also Eq. (14) is implied by the following properties of p: p(t) > 0 
for t > 0, is continuously differentiable, even, and satisfies 
tp’(t)/p(t) 1 < M if t > 0; furthermore, 
1 - < sup - 
W) 
PW < 
ts(0.m) p(t) 
R,(x), 
where the R, satisfy 
and 
I O” R,(x) . 1 x I-l- + dx < co 1 
(15) 
I a R*(x) . 1 x I-l- f dx < a~, where :+a = 1. (16) 1 
We shall not prove this last proposition since we do not use it in the 
sequel. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. Here F is admissible 
and the operator H is the usual Hilbert operator on the set 
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S,(F) = L@(F) n {u Lr; 1 < r < co}, 1 < p < 03. If H is Lp(F)- 
continuous on S, we can assume His defined by continuous extension 
to all of Lp(F). To show this extension possible, let m designate the 
Lebesgue measure on (-co, co). Clearly, if m(E) < co, then 
p(E) < co, where I = F’ * dx. Therefore, the set of linear 
combinations of characteristic functions of finite intervals is a dense 
subset of D(F). A fortiori, S, is a dense subset of LB(F). 
To prove Theorem 3 it will suffice to show that Eq. (3) holds for 
sets E of the form (Jy=r (ui , b,), ai < bi < aif . In fact, by a result of 
Stein and Weiss [2], for 1 < p < co the operator H is D(F)- 
continuous on the family S of finite linear combinations of 
characteristic functions of finite intervals. 
Let H’ be the extension of H to Lp(F). On each S,(F) we then have 
H’ = H. For if {fn} C S converges to f E S, in LP, then Hfn = H’f, 
converges to Hf in LP and a subsequence fn, converges to Hf a.e. 
We may choose the subsequence so that it also converges to f in D’(F). 
Then Hfn, + H’f in Lp(F) and therefore Hf = H’f. 
If we can show that (3) holds for any set of the form X:=1 (ai , b,), 
we will have proved Theorem 4. We can then use Theorem 4 to show 
that Eq. (3) can be extended from a union of intervals to any 
measurable set E. We would then have proven Theorem 3. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 below together prove Theorem 3 for finite unions 
of finite intervals. 
LEMMA 1. (i) If F U an admissible function and E = us-, (us , b,), 
0 <a, < bi < a,,,, thenforh > 0, 
(ii) When 0 < u < b, 
(19) 
(iii) m(H1, > A) = m(H1, < --A) = m(E)/sh A. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that 
Hi,(x) = 1% fi 1 s 1. 
i-l t 
(20) 
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Then from (a) of Section 1, we obtain 
= i (4, B,), 
j=l 
where ai < Ai < bi < B, . Since for each j 
n F(A,) - F(aJ 
*!-j $+(A,) - F(bJ = -eA9 
n W,) - &4 
,TII, F(B,) - F(bJ = eAy 
each F(A,) is a root of ny=, (z - F(a,)) = -eA * nycl (2 - F(b,)). 
Therefore, 
Similarly, 
f: F(Aj) = i (F(aJ + eA *F(bi)) * (1 + eA)-l, 
j=l i=l 
i F(Bj) = i (F(aJ - eT(b,)) - (1 - eh)--l. 
j=l id 
Therefore, 
P(HlE > q < i PM, Bj) = i: (WC) - W,)) 
j=l j=l 
= i Vi) - w4 _ CL(E) . 
id sh h sh h 
Therefore, from (c) of Section 1 we get 
b - a 
Using (f) and then (d) of Section 1, we obtain 
dH1(a.b, < -‘I G 2 & x 
b--a ‘lb~e~~F” F(b + a&) 
< 2K . F(b + aeA) - F(a + aeY 
\ sh A(1 + eA)*-’ ’ 
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By (b) of Section 1, the last member of the inequality is bounded by 
(iii) is due to Stein and Weiss [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Under the hypothesis of (i), Lemma 1, we have for 
some y > 0, 
whenever p[(al ,b,) - Ck, (ai , &)I < 
the constant M depends on that of L). 
w@) 
-jgr’ (21) 
L - P(CL (ai , bi)) (the value of 
Proof. LetF = (al, b,). Then {Hl, < --h) = (A, B) and A < a = 
inf{Hl, < --h). In fact, from Eq. (20) we see that a and A are less 
than a,. If x < a, satisfies (X - al)/(x - b,) >, eeA, then also 
ny=i (X - aJ/(x - bi) > e--A. This implies A < a. Then, if A > 0, 
P(HlB < --h) < P.(Hl, -=C --A). (22) 
In fact, from Eq. (iii) of Lemma 1, we get, 
m(F) m(E) m(H1, < --h) = sh 2 - sh X = m(H1, < -A), (23) 
This, together with (b) of Section 1 and for 0 < A < a, proves (22). 
If A < 0, the interval (-J, J) = (min(A, --B), max(-A, B)) 
satisfies 
2/l(Hl, < -A) = 2/.&A, B) 3 P(--J, J) b P(% -=C --h), (24) 
where the last inequality follows again from (23) and (b) of Section 1. 
From Eqs. (22), (24) and (ii) of Lemma 1, we obtain 
da1 , bJ @l, < -X) < 2p(Hl, < -A) < M -XF a 
Then from the hypothesis we finally obtain 
p(H1, < -A) d q 
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PROPOSITION 2. Under the hypothesis (i) of Lemma 1, we have 
P(E) p{x > 0; HIE < --h} < - , sh h/2 (25) 
whenever h > 4r~,(E)/p(O, b,) and 2p(a, , bi) < ~(0, b,), for all i. 
Proof. From 1 - t > e- zL for 0 < t < fr and (c) of Section 1, 
we obtain 
From (e) of Section 1 and Eq. (26) we get, 
I 
F&4) Ui F(ai) -Ftx) -- 
_c * ’ O; b(uJ bi F(ba) -F(x) < e-h l I 
-- < e-Ala = c (Ai, BJ, 
I I 
(27) 
where Ai < ai < B, < bi and (3(/I,)} is the set of roots of the 
polynomial 
I-HZ -F(q)) = e+* n (z -F(Q). 
Also, {F(B,)} is the set of roots of 
n (2 -F(u,)) = -e+12 n (z -F(b,)). 
Therefore, 
1 (F(B,) - F(A,)) = (coeff. of P-l of the second polynomial) 
- (coeff. of ~a-1 of the first polynomial) 
= f(b) - 4%) = - . I@) 
sh h/2 sh h/2 
(28) 
The relations (27) and (28) imply our assertion, 
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PROPOSITION 3. Under the hypothesis (i) of Lemma 1, we have, for 
h > 0, 
(29) 
whenever 2K&a, , b,) < ~(0, b,), i = I ,..., 8. 
Proof. Assume x < 0. From (d) of Section 1 and the inequality 
(F(bJ - F(a,))/F(b,) d 1/2K we have 1 - ai/bi < l/2 and therefore 
(b, - ai)/(bi - x) < l/2. Then 
From (d) of Section 1, again, we have 
and since F is odd and concave we obtain (for x > 0) 
2 J’(h) > F(h) + F( -4 
T’ 6,--x * 
These last two inequalities and Eq. (30) yield 
F(h) - F(4) -4&m 
a exp - 4K c F(bj) + F( -x) ’ exp F(b,) + F(--x) * 
Also, 
{x < 0; HlE < --A} 
= x<o;ns 1 * < e-j c {4Kp(E) > h(F(b,) + q--x))}. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
Define d by 4Kp(E)/F(d) = h and E, = E . {x < d), E, = E - E, . 
Then, since all the intervals that form Ez have their right-end points 
greater than d, from Eq. (32) we get (x < 0; Hl,, < -h) = 0. On 
the other hand, El C [0, d]; so by (a) and (d) of Section 1, 
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From (iii) of Lemma 1, and (b’) of Section 1, we obtain 
Since F(d) = 4Kj~(E)/h, it follows, using also (f) of Section 1, 
p(x < 0; HlE, < -A} < F (-&) < (&)‘F(d) = (A)” . F 
&p($J (34) 
Now, 
(x < 0; Hle < -u> c (x < 0; Hl, < --h) U (x -=C 0; HI, < --h) 
= {x < 0; HI,, < -A}; 
so we obtain 
p{x < 0; HIE < -2h) < M&&) * (AT, 
and this implies Eq. (29). 
From Propositions 2 and 3 follows 
PROPOSITION 4. Under the hypothesis (i) of Lemma 1, if 
p(ai , bi) < ‘w and h > s , 
9 1 
(35) 
PROPOSITION 5. If 
E = 5 (ai , bi) C (0, CD) 
i=l 
and ,~(a~ , b,) <;p , 
then, for h > 0, 
(37) 
where h(X) is a continuous positive function with h(h) - h for X -+ 0 and 
growing exponentially for h + co. 
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Proof. Define d by F(d) = 4Kp(E)/h and E, = {x > d} C E, 
E, = E - E, . From Proposition 4 we obtain 
/WE, -==I -4 G h,o - 
From (iii) of Lemma 1, 
(38) 
,u(HIE, < -A) < 2F (w). (39) 
Since E, C (0, d), by (a) and (d) of Section 1, we have 
m(Ez) G F(d) G * p(EJ = (by the definition of (d)) Ad 
14%) < Ad 
‘4m’ 
Applying this to Eq. (39), we get 
,u(Hl, < -I\) < 2F (-&) < 2F(d) * (-&,” = M * 9 (-&r. 
(40) 
Equations (38) and (40) yield our assertion. 
LEMMA 2. If E = Cy=, (a$, bi) C (0, CO), then for h > 0, 
(41) 
where g(h) is a continuous positive function growing exponentially when 
X+co,g(h) -hforh~o. 
Proof. Let us decompose E into two subsets, E, and E2 , such that 
E, contains all the intervals of E satisfying 
p(fQ , bi) < qp , 
and E, = E - El. 
From Proposition 5 we obtain 
p(H1, < -A) < *. (42) 
On the other hand, E, = C& (a,‘, b,‘) with ~(a~‘, b,‘) < ~(0, b,‘) < 
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2&(a,‘, b,‘) < ~K,u(E,). That is, E, satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 1. In consequence, 
(43) 
Eqs. (42) and (43) imply Eq. (41). 
4. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we shall establish some necessary conditions on F 
in order that H be D(F)-continuous and obtain further properties of 
the Hilbert transform that follow by duality. The proofs of 
Theorems l’, 5, and 6 will be completed. The function F(x) is, as in 
the Introduction, odd, absolutely continuous in x > 0, with F’(x) > 0 
a.e. 
LEMMA 3. Iff OY some p in [l, co), H is continuous in P(F), then F 
is absolutely continuous and the following equivalent conditions hold: 
(F’(x) * (1 + x)1-’ is bounded on (0, co) if p = 1. 
Proof. Since Hl(,,,) is continuous and different from 0 for x < 1, 
if H is D(F)-continuous, then F’ must be integrable in a neighborhood 
of the origin. So F is absolutely continuous. 
The hypothesis implies (C,). If not, there exists a sequence (fn) of 
functions of Lp(F) which satisfy 
I m IfnM --m 1 + , x I dx 2 nllfnIlrw = n. 
Besides, the f, can be chosen nonnegative, vanishing for x < 0 and 
fn E S,(F). Then for x < - 1, 
and 1) Hfn (Ipo,) ---f ocf, which contradicts the continuity of H. 
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That (C,) is equivalent to (C,) follows immediately from 
m m SUP IfW dx = sup I 
f(x)F”/” dx 
Ilfll,(p)-l -a 1 + I x I Ilf.F!'h'II,=l --m F’yl + I x I) 
= 11 F--l/q1 + j x I)-’ IIn . 
Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 3, F is absolutely continuous. If A@ 
designates the Hilbert operator obtained by convolution with 
P.V.( 1 Ix), then given f E Lp(F), we writef = fi + fi ,fi = 1 (-2n.2n) *f.
BY (Cd, fi E S,(F), and therefore Elfi = Zfl (cf. Section 3). 
On the other hand, if g, is a sequence of simple function (i.e., finite 
linear combinations of characteristic functions of finite intervals) 
converging to f2 in Lp(F) and with support in / x j > 2n, we have, for 
x E (-4 4, 
G (by C2>> G ~4 II gj -fi llm - 
Therefore Hf2 = Zf2 f or almost all x E (-n, n), and the theorem is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4. If H is LP(F)- continuous, for some p E (1, co) then it is 
also continuous in Lq(G), where G is odd, absolutely continuous and 
G’(x) = F’(x)-“/“. 
Proof. For f, g > 0 we have by Holder’s inequality 
j-f - g dx = j+ (f -F”“) - (g - G’l’*) dx G II f llm Ilg I/pm . (45) 
On the other hand, g E Lq(G) if and only if g . G’i/q E Lq and 
II g Ilcr(c) = II g * GIIIP IIp. = ,;pl /g + I!?‘/~ * h dx = ,,sl-‘pl I g *F’-l/p * h dx 
9= 9= 
= SUP I 
g .f dx. 
Ilfll&)‘l (46) 
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Consequently, if f and g are simple functions with compact support 
and llf Ilp(FJ = 1, then by Eq. (45) 
From (46) it follows that I/ Hg Ilg(c) < M II g I/Q(c) and by extension 
we obtain the desired continuity of H. 
Proof of Theorem 1’. sgn x * 1 x I a+1 = F(x) is an admissible function 
if -1 < cz < 0, as we have seen in Section 2. By Theorem 4, H is 
P(a)-continuous for such (II and any p, 1 < p < co. From Lemma 4 
we get that H is ,!+I)- continuous for 0 < /I < q - 1. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 01 < - 1. F(x) is not absolutely continuous 
in this case. So, by Lemma 3, H cannot be continuous in P(a). For 
cu>p-l,p>loriu>O,p=l,thecondition(C,)ofLemma3 
is not satisfied by F(x) = sgn x * 1 x lafl, so H cannot be LP(or) 
continuous either. 
For p = 1, -1 < OL < 0, consider f(x) = lta,bj , 0 < a < b. 
From 
beA - a 
eA - 1 ) 
we obtain [cf(d) of Section 11, 
Then by (c) of Section 1, we obtain, 
II Hf Ila 
Ilf llm 
>, (a + 1) Srn ( e;A-y/qa & * 
0 
(47) 
When a/b 7 1, the right side of Eq. (47) tends to co, and H is again 
not continuous in this case. 
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Remark. Observe that all the results proved do not use properties 
of the Hilbert transform other than the existence of the principal 
value P.V.(l/x) t f for f E {Lp; 1 < p < oo}. This can be proved 
directly and independently of the properties of continuity as can be 
seen in [3, p. 1461. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Let K be the operator in L2(R”) defined by Z?f = k(x) -3 where h 
denotes the Fourier transform and k(x) is the characteristic function 
of the unit sphere. By Parseval’s identity, K is a continuous operator 
in L2(R”). The problem is to determine those p, 1 < p < co, for 
which K is also continuous in Lp(R”). For n = 3, Kf has a simple 
expression, since then k(x) = M * I(X) where M is a constant factor 
and 
- J(x) sin 1 x 1 1 x 1 cos 1 x 1 = 
IQ * (48) 
Therefore, Kf(x) = M JR3 J(x - y)f( y) dy when f E L = L1 n L”. 
Now let f E L be such that 3 = l/M on the unit sphere. Then, 
&If(x) = Jc+ s ince J$ Lp(R3) for p < 312, the operator K 
is not Lp-continuous for p < 312. Observing that for f, g EL, 
SIP i?Kf dx = SiP Kg f d x, we find by duality that K is not Lq-continuous 
for l/p + l/q = 1, p < 312; that is, for q 3 3. So in R3, K can be 
LP-continuous only for # < p < 3. 
We want to prove the following result: 
THEOREM 7. Kf is LP-continuous for g < p < 3 on the subspace of 
radial functions in Lp(R3). 
Proof. Let f denote a radial function belonging to L. We write 
indifferently f (x) or f (I x I), x E R3, in order to simplify the notation. 
Kf will also be radial and it is sufficient to calculate its value at (0, 0, p) 
to have it on the whole surface I y 1 = p. So 
&f(y) = 27~M sr r2 dr Jo”f(r) j([$- + r2 - 2rp cos 0]1/2) sin B de. 
Changing variables 8 -+t = (p2+r2-2rpcos8)1/2we have tdt= 
rp sin i3 d6’ and 
Kf(y) = F 1: rf(r) dr I”” t](t) dt. 
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Now t](t) = -(d/dt)(sin t/t), so 
dr - rf C-r) sinb - ‘> d,. p-r * 
If we call f * the odd extension of f(y) to the whole real line, we 
obtain Eqs. (50) and (51) below. 
f”(r) y 
sin(f - ‘> dr 
p-r ’ (50) 
p.Kf(p)=27fM{sinp*H(rcosrf*)-cosp*H(rsinrf*)}. (51) 
By Corollary 1 of Section 1 we obtain 
II Wr ~0s If *k-9) < M II r ~0s rf * I/~(~-~) G M Ilf * IIs(a) , (52) 
and 
II W sin rf *)llsw G M II r sin If * llDw < M llf * Ih , 
where II * Ilptaj = II - Ih , F = (sgn x) [ x jai-l/(01 + 1). 
Thus Eqs. (51), (52) and (53) together yield 
(53) 
I m P’ I Kf b)l” 4 = II pKf (p)IIP,t2-a, < M Ilf * ll;(2, = 214 1; y2 If @)I” dr. 0 
(54) 
But this is exactly 11 Kf(r)&, < M IIf& . Q.E.D. 
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